
KVA Charges: 

What’s changing? 

ASC = £0.80 

per kva 

Excess = 

£1.80 per 

kva 

 
 

 

If you are half-hourly metered for electricity, you will most likely see ‘Kva’ or ‘Capacity charges’ on 

your electricity invoice. 

 

This charge is for your kva allowance – or the amount of power allocated to your site, known as 

the Agreed Supply Capacity (ASC). 

 

Electricity Distributors allocate this kva, to ensure they protect the system and help prevent too 

much power being drawn, which may damage the network. 

 

The charges you incur are based on your Agreed Supply Capacity – the more capacity you have, 

the more you will pay each month. 

 

In summary:  

You will always pay for the Agreed Supply Capacity amount, even if you actually demand less.  

However if you demand more, you’ll pay for the extra. 

 

Excess Capacity charges from April 2018 
At the moment, if you pull more power than your agreed kva capacity, you will be charged for 

that excess, but not really incur a penalty for doing so. However from 1st April 2018, electricity 

distributors will charge higher amounts for any excess capacity you demand. 

Here’s an example: 

Your site has an Agreed Supply Capacity of 200 kva, charged at £0.80 per kva per month. 

However you regularly exceed the ASC. 

From April you may incur an excess Capacity Charge of £1.80 per kva. 

 
 

Under the current charging structure your annual Kva cost would be £2,135 per year. 

Under the new structure from April 2018 your annual kva cost would be £2384.  

That’s an increase of around 12%* 

 

* This is an illustration only and your actual costs could change by a smaller or greater percentage. 
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What can we do? 
If we already check your invoices for you – we’re looking at the Kva capacity and will let you know 

if we think you’re in danger of being charged a significant amount for excess kva. 

 

If we don’t already check your invoices, please get in touch so we can look into this for you.  

It’s a completely free check. 

 

 

PLEASE BEWARE! 

 

It appears that some energy brokers are using this industry change to persuade 

customers into signing a letter of authority so they can perform a “no obligation kva 

check”.  

 

However some customers have unknowingly signed a letter of authority allowing the 

broker to sign contracts on their behalf. 

 

As a result, unfortunately some clients have been tied into long term, very 

expensive supply contracts which that broker has signed on their behalf. 

 

If you are a client of Cost Advice, and anyone else contacts you to provide a ‘free, no 

obligation kva check’ then please do not sign anything they send you. If you do, you may 

find that your company has been committed to very expensive supply contracts. 

 

Get in touch 

If you need help with any points raised in this document or indeed have any queries about your 

gas or electricity, please don’t hesitate to contact us. 

Tel: 0800 040 70 90 

Fax:  01246 252781 

Email: enquiries@costadvice.co.uk 

Web: www.costadvice.co.uk 
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